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Introduction

In April 2010, the Granite State Poll asked a representative sample of 512 New Hampshire residents what they personally believe about climate change or global warming. Is it happening now, caused mainly by human activities? Is it happening now, but caused mainly by natural forces? Or is it not happening now? The upper graph in Figure 1 shows results from this poll. Almost 90 percent believed that climate change is happening now, whether natural or human caused. A separate poll taken in June 2010, for the Community and Environment in Rural America (CERA) project, asked the same question of 1,852 residents in three northern counties of New Hampshire, Maine, and Vermont. The CERA poll found similar results, shown at bottom in Figure 1: 86 percent believed that climate change is happening now.

Figure 1. What do you personally believe about climate change?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Granite State Poll – NH statewide, April 2010</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Don't know</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not now</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Now/natural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Now/human</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CERA – three northern counties in NH, ME, VT, June 2010</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Don't know</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not now</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Now/natural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Now/human</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Weighted percent

Key Findings

Recent surveys find that most New Hampshire residents believe the climate is changing, whether due to natural or human causes (Figure 1). In this brief, we look at some objective indicators to see whether New Hampshire’s climate really has changed and how local trends compare with global patterns. It turns out that New Hampshire seasons, and winters in particular, have been warming at faster-than-global rates. The following are some examples:

- Annual temperatures at First Connecticut Lake, a rural site in far northern New Hampshire, warmed an average of .34 degrees Fahrenheit per decade, from 1895 to 1969, and about .54 degrees Fahrenheit per decade (faster than the global rate) since 1970.
- Winter temperatures in both northern and southern New Hampshire are warming even more steeply, especially through the past forty years.
- Using “temperature anomalies,” instead of simple temperatures, helps to make comparisons of trends across places with seemingly much different climates, such as Durham and Mount Washington.
- Ice-out dates on New Hampshire’s large lakes provide other indicators of winter warming, which follow patterns similar to those measured for temperature.
- Snowfall responds to temperature change in more complicated ways and often with inconsistent trends.
- Sea level in northern New England, as globally, is now rising at an accelerating rate.

These shifts in New Hampshire’s climate, if they continue into the future, will have broad implications for our ecosystems, infrastructure, and economy.

Note: Margins of error are plus or minus 4.5 percent for the Granite State Poll and 2.5 percent for CERA.
New England’s recent experiences with floods (2005–2007, 2010) and relatively warm winters (2002, 2006, 2010) probably influenced public opinion. Spring arrived early in 2010. Of course, there have always been unusually cold or warm seasons, but is something different happening now, compared with earlier decades? Is New Hampshire’s climate really changing, as most people seem to believe? In this brief we look back on a century of records from different seasons and different parts of the state. The aim is not to conduct another detailed climate study but to provide some long-term perspective on recent trends.4

New Hampshire and Global Climate

Each month NASA scientists calculate an index of global temperature based partly on historical records from weather stations around the world, such as those maintained by the United States Historical Climatology Network (USHCN).5 Five New Hampshire stations—Bethlehem, Durham, Hanover, Keene, and First Connecticut Lake—contribute to USHCN. The upper curve in Figure 2 shows annual temperatures from the most isolated of these stations, First Connecticut Lake, located near the Canadian border in northern New Hampshire.6 The lower curve shows global temperature anomalies calculated by NASA, taking into account the five New Hampshire stations along with thousands of others.7

From 1895 until 1970, annual temperatures at First Connecticut Lake rose at an average rate of .34 degrees Fahrenheit per decade, although most of the actual rise occurred in just two decades, 1920 through 1940. The three decades from 1940 to 1970 saw a slight cooling. After 1970, a more sustained period of warming began, at .54 degrees Fahrenheit per decade, well above the global rate (.30 degrees Fahrenheit per decade since 1970). Wide year-to-year variations in temperatures from the single New Hampshire station contrast with relatively small year-to-year variation in global temperatures averaged across thousands of places. The New Hampshire station matches a global pattern, however, of warming between 1920 and 1940, followed by a mid-century cooling, and then sustained warming since 1970.8

This general pattern of warming, slight cooling, and then steeper warming since 1970 has been observed in both southern and northern New Hampshire and in all four seasons. It has been most pronounced in the wintertime—about .2 to .35 degrees Fahrenheit per decade between 1900 and 1969, as graphed in Figure 3.9 From 1970 to 2009, the average rate of winter warming steepened considerably to 1.06 degrees Fahrenheit per decade in northern New Hampshire and .88 degrees Fahrenheit per decade in the south.

Southern winters are warmer, but the two regions generally move together. That is, a relatively cold winter for the south tends to be relatively cold for the north as well. Such patterns of parallel movement, despite different average temperatures, provide scientists with a way to see global climate change.

Figure 2. Annual temperatures at First Connecticut Lake in northern New Hampshire, compared with global temperature anomalies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>First Connecticut Lake, NH annual temperature</th>
<th>NASA global annual temperature anomaly</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1880</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1900</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1920</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1940</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1960</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Vertical (degree) scales are the same, although the two series have different “0” points. Smoothed curves summarize patterns underlying the jagged year-to-year variations.

Figure 3. Winter (December to February) temperatures averaged for stations in southern and northern New Hampshire

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Southern NH winters</th>
<th>Northern NH winters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1900</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1920</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1940</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1960</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Ice and Snow

Although the temperature trends shown in Figures 2–4 are real, their magnitude is too small for most of us to notice, compared with large day-to-day variations in weather. When average temperatures move, however, some more visible things change as well. For example, in a warming climate, very warm seasons become more common, and very cold ones become less common. In Figures 2–4, you can see both high and low extremes shifting up or down with the averages. Another result of warming is that winters become shorter, affecting forests, wildlife, farms and gardens, winter sports, and many aspects of everyday life. A rising fraction of winter precipitation falls as rain rather than snow.10

If we did not know about the temperature trends seen in Figure 3, historical ice-out dates for New Hampshire’s big lakes could tell a similar tale of winter warming (Figure 5). Ice-out dates have been recorded for Lake Sunapee since 1869 and for Lake Winnipesaukee since 1887.11 These dates mirror the larger climate trends shown by temperatures: early-twentieth-century warming, followed by a slight cooling in mid-century, and then steeper warming since about 1970. The ice-out date for Lake Winnipesaukee in 2010, March 24, was the earliest ever recorded. Lake Sunapee’s 2010 ice-out (April 4) was only the fifth earliest, but the downward trend there has been equally clear.12
Although it might seem logical that warmer temperatures should mean less snow, the actual response is more complicated. At temperatures far below freezing, air holds less moisture and substantial snowfall becomes less likely than it is when air is closer to, but still below, the freezing point. Consequently, it is possible for some cold places (such as Antarctica, or higher elevations in New Hampshire) to experience more snowfall despite warming temperatures. That pattern reverses when it warms above freezing, of course. New England winter storms often arrive with a moving rain/snow line, and the path of this line can determine whether nearby areas get rain, snow, or an unpleasant mixture of both.

As a result of these complications, and also the difficulties of finding consistent measurements, snowfall trends have been less clear-cut than temperature. Figure 6 shows the up and then down patterns of annual snowfall recorded at Durham and First Connecticut Lake (winters of 1949–1950 to 2008–2009). Snowfall at these stations has declined about one inch per year since 1970. The similar rates are interesting because snowfall events for these two locations have different climate influences. Coastal conditions particularly affect Durham, while continental storm tracks have more influence at First Connecticut Lake. Weather stations at Bethlehem, Keene, and Hanover, however, recorded no significant snowfall trends over this period.

**Sea Level**

Storm erosion and coastal flooding particularly worry towns along New Hampshire’s brief seacoast. These problems will increase if sea levels rise. A study for the Office of State Planning noted that a two-foot rise in sea level, which the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has estimated could arrive before the end of this century, would make the flooding from ten-year storms (storms expected to arrive, on average, about every ten years) greater than that of last century’s 100-year storms. Melting glaciers and the expansion of warming seawater have been raising sea levels worldwide. Figure 7 shows sea level recorded at Portland, Maine, together with global sea level anomalies that follow nearly the same slope.

**Figure 5. Ice-out dates on Lakes Sunapee and Winnipesaukee**

**Figure 6. Winter season snowfall at Durham and First Connecticut Lake**

**Figure 7. Monthly sea level at Portland, Maine, compared with the yearly global trend**

*Note: Both curves in this graph are drawn with the same vertical scale with different “0” points.*
Figure 7 shows New England and global sea levels rising at a relatively slow rate through the twentieth century (around eight inches per century). In the first decade of the twenty-first century, however, the rates of ice loss from Greenland and Antarctica increased, and sea level rose more steeply. The IPCC sea level projections made in 2007 now appear too conservative. Twenty-first century increases on the order of 2.5 to 6 feet appear possible, with correspondingly greater storm flooding.15

Oceanographers employ anomalies to estimate global sea level change from tide-gauge records around the world, similar to what climatologists do to estimate global temperature change from weather station data. Error checking and conversion to standard revised local reference (RLR) data occur as raw individual tide-gauge reports from hundreds of places, such as Portland, Maine, are collected by a global databank called the Permanent Service for Mean Sea Level, in England. Further adjustments for geologically rising or subsiding coastlines and calibration with satellite data are part of the careful process for combining tide-gauge based data into estimates of changes in global sea level. Tide gauge or satellite-derived sea level measurements thus provide further indicators, independent of weather stations, showing signs that the world is warming.

New Hampshire’s Future Climate

New Hampshire temperature trends have been similar to or steeper than trends seen for the globe as a whole. They are consistent with results from climate models, which have shown that natural forces alone (such as the effects of volcanoes, solar variation, or climate oscillations like El Niño) cannot explain recent global changes in climate.16 A large body of scientific evidence shows that climate change has been influenced by human activities, including deforestation, land use or urbanization, and the 26 billion tons of carbon dioxide we are adding to the atmosphere each year. The recent warming trend equivalent to about 5.4 degrees Fahrenheit per century observed at First Connecticut Lake (Figure 2) is already approaching twenty-first-century forecasts of six to fourteen degrees Fahrenheit for the northeastern United States.17

Climate change has local effects that include not just warming but also shifts in precipitation, seasons, winds, and storms. In addition to already-observed changes in seasonal warming, spring stream flow, snow depth, growing seasons, and bloom dates, we have future projections of shifts, including less snow cover, more frequent droughts, and longer low-stream flow periods in summertime.18

Impacts on sea level are among the most obvious local consequences of a warming climate. The 2001 New England Regional Assessment and 2007 Northeast Climate Impacts Assessment point out others.19 A 6 degrees Fahrenheit rise in average annual temperature would give Boston the climate of Atlanta. New Hampshire forests have adapted over centuries and millennia to their northern climate but would struggle to adapt now to rapid climate change. Health of forests, animals, and humans would likely suffer from the onslaught of insects formerly checked by cold winters. Low-rain summer months are not good for fall foliage or maple syrup, nor do warming winters help winter sports—signature parts of the state’s economy.20 Detailed analyses of how climate changes will affect coastal infrastructure, marine resources, agriculture, winter recreation, forests, birds, and human health are given in several recent reports.21 The overall pace of change is expected to increase through the century, due to “positive feedbacks,” by which warming begets more warming.22

Policy Options

What might be done to prevent or soften such changes? U.S. greenhouse gas emissions for many decades outpaced the world. Although China recently surpassed the United States as the highest-volume source, we stand out on a per-person basis. Per-person emissions of carbon dioxide equaled about nineteen metric tons in 2006, so one American had the carbon impact of about one and a half Europeans, four Chinese, or ten Brazilians.23 With such high levels of consumption, there exists much room for improvement. Better efficiency would bring long-term economic benefits from development and sale of new technologies, as well as lower costs from climate and sea level changes and less dependence on foreign oil. Serious U.S. efforts to reduce emissions would not only clean domestic skies but also strengthen our case for asking (or through technology exports, helping) other nations to reduce their emissions.

The New Hampshire Climate Action Plan, a 2009 report for the state Department of Environmental Services, identified ways in which New Hampshire could boost economic development while at the same time reducing greenhouse gas emissions. The report noted, “The most significant reductions in both emissions and costs will come from substantially increasing energy efficiency in all sectors of our economy, continuing to increase sources of renewable energy, and designing our communities to reduce our reliance on automobiles for transportation.”24

Better energy efficiencies nationwide could be motivated by government mandates such as automobile and electrical appliance standards and subsidies for new technologies. Alternatively, they might be motivated through higher prices, the market mechanism preferred by some economists.25 For example, a “carbon tax” on fossil fuels would create market incentives for efficiency that would benefit both the environment and our balance of trade.

This brief began with a look at some results from recent polls of public opinion about climate change. Two years earlier, we had asked some other climate-related questions in a similar New Hampshire poll. One question mentioned a gas tax:
In order to help reduce energy use in the United States and to help slow global warming, some people have proposed that the federal government increase the gas tax by 50 cents per gallon. Do you favor or oppose that proposal, or are you unsure?

The response was strongly negative: 75 percent opposed such a tax, and most of those opposed said they would be “very upset” if the tax occurred anyway. Thus, whatever its theoretical advantages, this policy option faces strong opposition and little public support at present.

New Hampshire citizens, like climate scientists, can see that their climate is changing. More than a century of temperature and other records support this perception. Citizens agree less than most scientists, however, about what is causing climate change. To many people, scientific explanations of the greenhouse effect seem less tangible than the signs of earlier spring. Scientists face challenges in communicating their research to broad audiences. Future Carsey Institute briefs will track public opinion on this issue over time and also look at how it varies from place to place.

Endnotes

1. Pollsters often ask about “global warming,” but many scientists prefer to speak of “climate change” instead, because global warming is misunderstood by some non-scientists to imply steady warming all over the globe (giving rise to the objection, “But it’s cold here today!”). The scientific research on climate change involves many things besides temperature, such as shifting precipitation; frequencies of storms, droughts, or other extreme events, and even regional cooling in some places while the global average moves up.

2. For a more detailed look at the Granite State Poll results, see Lawrence C. Hamilton, “Do scientists agree about climate change? Public perceptions from a New Hampshire survey,” Issue Brief No. 22 (Durham, NH: Carsey Institute, University of New Hampshire, 2010).


5. All of the climate data used in this report are freely available to the public. The NASA global temperature anomaly index, called GISTEMP, is published here: http://data.giss.nasa.gov/gistemp/; United States Historical Climatology Network (USHCN) weather station data are available from their Web site: http://cdiac.ornl.gov/epubs/ndp/ushcn/ushcn_map_interface.html.

6. For panoramic views of the First Connecticut Lake site, which is far from urban heat, see http://gallery.surfacesations.org/main.php?g2_itemId=4622.

7. Smooth curves shown in Figures 2–7 were calculated by a statistical method called loess smoothing, with bandwidths set at 30 to 60 percent of the data (narrower bandwidths were used with longer records). For a practical introduction to loess smoothing, see Lawrence C. Hamilton, Statistics with Stata, updated for version 10 (Belmont, CA: Brooks/Cole, 2009), 233–236.

8. The mid-century cooling seen in New Hampshire and global data has been a subject of detailed research. In the years during and after World War II, airborne pollutants measurably reduced the amount of sunlight reaching the earth’s surface, particularly in northern mid-latitudes. This “dimming” effect temporarily offset the warming influence of carbon dioxide, which was steadily increasing. After the 1970s, reductions in air pollution over Europe and North America let more sunlight through, carbon dioxide continued to build up, and global temperatures began rising again. For an example, see M. Wild, A. Ohmura, and K. Makowski, “Impact of global dimming and brightening on global warming,” Geophysical Research Letters (2007): doi:10.1029/2006GL028031.

9. Northern and southern New Hampshire winter temperatures were estimated for Figure 3 by averaging the USHCN stations within each region, as suggested (in preference to possibly biased U.S. Climate Division


11. Ice-out dates are defined by local observation and custom but have been recorded for more than a century. For example, according to www.winnipesaukee.com, “Ice-Out on Lake Winnipesaukee occurs when the ice that has covered the Lake since late December or early January melts enough to allow the M/S Mount Washington cruise ship to navigate between Alton Bay, Center Harbor, Weirs Beach, Meredith and Wolfeboro.” For more information about Lake Winnipesaukee, see http://www.winnipesaukee.com/index.php?pageid=iceout; For the ice-out on Lake Sunapee, see http://www.town.sunapee.nh.us/Pages/SunapeeNH_Clerk/ice.


17. NECIA, Climate Change in the U.S. Northeast, 2006.


22. For example, warming sea and air temperatures have dramatically reduced summer ice cover on the Arctic Ocean. White ice reflects sunlight and insulates the ocean, whereas dark water absorbs heat and warms up. Thus, reduction of Arctic summer ice is changing the heat balance of the planet, which in turn affects winds, currents, and weather to the south.
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